Introduction.
Let/0>c) be a continuous periodic function, period 2ir, and of bounded variation, and let w(5) denote the modulus of continuity of/. It is known that [6, pp. 241-242], if ^"Kwi«-1))1'2 is convergent, then the Fourier series of / is absolutely convergent. This result is best possible [2] . In a recent paper [4] Varshney proved that if (1) | /(* + h) -f(x) | á 4 log-i-'tl/A) (e>0,OSïÎ 2t), then the Fourier series of/is absolutely harmonic summable. In this note we prove the following1
Theorem.
If a continuous periodic function f(x), of period 2ir, is of bounded variation over [0, 2ir] and the series (2) £ (l/n)«(l/n) i is convergent, then the Fourier series of f is absolutely harmonic summable.
It is easily seen that the condition (1) implies the convergence of the series (2).
2. Lemmas. Lemma 1. (ii) £ 6, = Ë (l/nVV/» < oo. 
Proof, (i) \tdt and so £o" < °°.
(ii) Since 
say. Further, when A^ir/4,
Further, from the expression for a(t) (see also [l, pp. 190-193] ), h(h) < c7h2 f <t>2(t){a'(t + 2dh)}2dt (0 < 6 < 1)
Now 0 is continuous and of bounded variation. Hence [4] < c9{ i + log2 (i/o} 22 {0 (< + ^) -0 (< +{k n1)t)} ' 
